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Decentralised Exchanges (DEX)

All hands on DEX
•

A DEX is a peer-to-peer marketplace for digital assets
o

similar to centralised exchanges such as Coinbase or can be likened to the
New York Stock Exchange, except there is no intermediary clearing the
trades

o
•

DEXs execute trades though automated smart contracts

The lack of an intermediary means DEXs are not required to follow Know-YourCustomer (KYC) or Anti-Money-Laundering (AML) regulatory standards

•

DEXs do not custody your assets
o
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users retain custody of their digital assets

Introduction to DEXs

‘Freedom has a partner, and its name is responsibility’ – Seth Godin
The way we trade digital assets is evolving. True to the blockchain philosophy, DEXs have
emerged to eliminate the need for a trusted intermediary. DEXs are taking us back to our
roots of peer-to-peer marketplaces, something our forebearers might have referred to as
‘barter’. Luckily DEXs are much more efficient than bartering.
By utilising smart contracts, DEXs ‘swap’ your assets directly from your wallet.
Unlike centralised exchanges (such as Binance/Coinbase) where you deposit your assets,
and the exchange holds your funds – DEXs utilise a non-custodial framework.
This means that you retain custody of your assets and are responsible for managing
your wallets and private keys.
DEXs give users a smorgasbord of choices compared to their centralised counterparts.
Projects almost always list their token on DEXs first, with some even skipping centralised
exchanges altogether.
Centralised exchanges are gatekeepers that select a small number of tokens to be listed on
their platform.
While gatekeepers help protect their users by filtering out scams or fakes, they also reduce
consumer choice and stifle innovation. From a project’s perspective, DEXs are a great way
to release a token to the market and bootstrap liquidity since there are no listing fees and
the admission criteria is lenient.
The downside to the ease of listing and the abundant token choices, is that you’re more
likely to find ‘untrustworthy’ tokens being listed on DEXs.
With DEXs you execute trades using the wallet which you hold the keys to. This comes with
the risk that your keys could get lost or stolen and there is no customer support which you
would otherwise get with Binance to help you recover your account.
DEXs are an exciting technology which gives us full control of our funds, allowing us to
become sovereign individuals who can conduct transactions without oversight of a bank.
However, with more freedom comes more responsibility.
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Source: Blockchain24
Note: above infographic shows no fees for DEX trades however there is a mining fee (which can be high if there
is congestion on the network)

Types of DEXs

The DEX space has been innovating at lightning speed, with multiple generations of DEXs
already adopted by users.
The first generation of DEX used order books (similar to centralised exchanges).
•

dYdX uses the order book method to allow users to access derivative products in a

decentralised environment.
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Order books:

•

Order books match buyers and sellers - the final price calculated when both the
buyer and seller agree.

•

When there are not enough counterparties to trade with, the market becomes
illiquid and highly volatile.

•

Market makers provide liquidity to the market and profit off trading fees.
o

When you market buy on Binance, your counterparty may not be another
trader but a market-making firm.

o

Most high frequency trading firms, and even banks, allocate a portion of their
portfolio to market-making activities.

•

With order books, liquidity providers must constantly update bids and offers to
reflect how much liquidity they are willing to provide at each price. Trying to do this
on a blockchain is expensive and inefficient.

The next generation DEXs called Automated Market Makers came along to address this
issue.
Automated Market Maker (AMM):

•

AMMs are peer-to-peer exchanges that ‘swap’ assets between wallets instantly
o

•

Examples: Uniswap, Sushiswap, Curve

AMMs don’t need market makers, instead they use liquidity pools which is basically
a pool of tokens.

•

Liquidity providers provide assets into pools and price quotes are based on a static
algorithm.

•

AMMs are all the rage because they solve the biggest obstacle of DEXs: liquidity.

•

Through solving the liquidity issue, they also democratize market making by letting
anyone become a liquidity provider and earn trading fees.
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DEXs such as Uniswap and Sushiswap have become widely recognised as alternatives to
centralised exchanges.

DEXs have experienced explosive growth over the year - led by Uniswap, DEX volumes
soared to a record $203b in May 2021.

Source: The Block Crypto
DEXs trading volumes swelled to almost 20% of CEX trade volume in September 2020.
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Case Study on Uniswap

Uniswap is the ‘immaculate exchange’. Born out of an idea proposed by Vitalik Buterin in a
reddit post, Hayden Adams, an inexperienced Ethereum developer, laid off from his
engineering job, decided to make the idea a reality. With a grant from the Ethereum
Foundation, he created a basic proof-of-concept which in just three years, grew to a multibillion-dollar decentralised exchange.
Uniswap is an AMM built on Ethereum which allows users to trade against liquidity pools.
•

Almost any token is exchangeable using Uniswap.

•

When a trade is made, Uniswap’s AMM algorithm determines the token’s effective
price based on the supply and demand.

•

Uniswap charges a transaction fee of 0.3%.
o

Uniswap does not collect any of the transaction fees; instead, the profits are
distributed to liquidity providers.

•

Any user who contributes to a Uniswap liquidity pool receives a fraction of these
fees proportional to their staked share of the entire pool.
o

For instance, if the fees collected in a particular market equate to $100 and
you provided 50% of the pool's liquidity, you receive $50.

In 2020, Uniswap processed approx. 30% of Coinbase's volumes with 27% of the
headcount and 2.6% of the venture funding.

Source: Dmitriy Berenzon
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Despite Uniswap’s success it still has a long way to catch up to Coinbase or Binance in
terms of trading volume.

Source: The Block Crypto
Uniswap, recently released its third iteration ‘Uniswap V3’.
The new changes include:
•

Concentrated liquidity - allows liquidity providers to choose the price range they
want to provide liquidity, reducing the risk of impermanent loss.

•

Layer 2 scaling – Uniswap has deployed on Optimism which gives near-instant
transactions for a lower cost

Current State of AMMs

To appreciate the sheer amount of innovation that is happening, we need to understand
some of the challenges currently faced by AMMs:
Impermanent Loss

Impermanent loss is a risk that liquidity providers in AMM pools are exposed to.
Example:
•

To become a liquidity provider on Uniswap in the ETH/DAI pool, you need to
deposit equal parts ETH and DAI

•

If the price of ETH goes up, this creates an opportunity for arbitrage because the
price of ETH in the liquidity pool doesn’t reflect what’s going on in the real world
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•

As a liquidity provider you may end up with a greater amount of DAI and slightly
less ETH

•

Impermanent loss is the loss of funds experienced by liquidity providers because
of volatility in a trading pair.
o

i.e., the opportunity-cost between offering assets for exchange and
holding the underlying assets to potentially profit from the price
movement.

o

The loss is impermanent because it can be recovered if the price reverts
to its original level.

•

The trading fees earned must exceed impermanent loss for liquidity providers to
be in profit.

Innovation:
•

several protocols have stepped in to address impermanent loss
o

Bancor V2 leverages pegged liquidity reserves, which use price updates from

Chainlink oracles to dynamically adjust the AMM pool weights. This aligns
the internal pool price with external market prices, preventing arbitrageurs
from siphoning value from liquidity providers.
Slippage

Slippage is the difference between the expected price of a trade and the price at which the
trade is executed.
Example:
•

I try to buy a token with a very small market cap on Uniswap.
o

With Uniswap (and other AMMs) you can’t set prices like you would with
order books

•

I expect to get 100 tokens in exchange for 1 ETH, instead I get 95 tokens.

•

Slippage is most prevalent during periods of higher volatility
o

You can set slippage tolerances through Uniswap to avoid this, but your
order might get rejected.

Innovation:
•

DODO is a protocol innovating around customizable AMM logic that pioneered the

proactive market-making (PMM) algorithm. This aims to be an elegant generalisation
of the order book matching system which lowers slippage.
•

DEX aggregators: 1inch is a leading DEX aggregator - its algorithm finds the
cheapest way to place that trade by executing batched interactions with multiples
DEXs.
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Miner Extractable Value* (MEV) & Front running

When a user sends a transaction on the blockchain:
•

there is a delay between the time when the transaction is broadcast to the network
and when it is actually mined.

•

during this period, transactions sit in a pending transaction ‘memory pool’ (aka
‘mempool’) where the transactions are visible to everyone.

•

If a large trade has caused price slippage on Uniswap – an arbitrage opportunity
arises

•

an arbitrage bot can notice the opportunity and offer an increased transaction fee to
the miner
o

this allows the bot to trade against the pair before the user’s transaction is
added to a block, and then immediately trade in the reverse direction
against the pair.

o
•

This is referred to as front-running

Estimates of front-running revenues, which come directly at the expense of the
users, grew from hundreds of thousands of dollars when front-running was first
publicly demonstrated in 2017, to hundreds of millions of dollars as of mid-2021.

Paradigm’s Charlie Noyes explains:
‘MEV is a measure of the profit a miner (or validator, sequencer, etc.) can make
through their ability to arbitrarily include, exclude, or re-order transactions within the
blocks they produce.’
Frontrunning is inefficient and leads to network congestion and higher gas prices
•

it also disproportionately benefits DeFi traders and bot operators

Innovation:
•

Flashbots is a research and development organisation formed to mitigate the negative

externalities and existential risks posed by MEV. They aim to raise awareness,
democratise extraction and redistribute benefits to maximize social good.
•

MEV protected DEXs - mistX and Cowswap are DEXs which are MEV protected and are

also gas-less.
*It’s worth noting that MEV has since been re-defined to stand for Maximum Extractable Value. Taking
the word miner out of MEV’s name clarifies that the miners are not the only ones who capture the
value. In fact, MEV extraction has been primarily conducted by non-mining DeFi traders and bot
operators.
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Rationale for DEXs

‘If crypto succeeds, it’s not because it empowers better people, it’s because it empowers
better institutions’ – Vitalik Buterin
We are currently in the midst of a global shift in human coordination and value distribution.
Collaboration between different communities through human and virtual networks has
opened the floodgates to new business ideas.
Decentralised exchanges have been one of those ideas to emerge and transcend traditional
business models.
Our legacy financial system exacerbates the inequality of opportunities.
Around the world, 1.7 billion are unbanked. Centralised exchanges can impose restrictions
on people for a multitude of reasons.
Not only does this system limit our collective growth opportunities, but it also runs on
outdated technology.
Robinhood still relies on the DTCC (started in 1973), and Transferwise has not
displaced ACH (started in 1972) or SWIFT (started in 1973).
DEXs present a more inclusive ecosystem by giving anyone with an internet connection
from anywhere in the world, the opportunity to invest.
They also solve the classic chicken and egg problem of exchanges.
Andrew Kang explains:
•

‘Imagine a typical new crypto exchange: there is some capital invested to provide
market making, but orderbook depth is still much thinner than incumbents.

•

The exchange attempts to market to new traders, but takers would rather trade on
exchanges with deeper liquidity so they can execute trades with less slippage.
o

•

Without takers, you can’t attract more market makers.

Other market makers do not see trading on this new exchange to be economical
and would rather provide their liquidity on other exchanges.
o

•

Bootstrapping liquidity is a classic chicken & egg problem.

On the other hand, if the exchange is able to achieve attractive liquidity, network
effects are built — liquidity can beget more liquidity.
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•

Recently, crypto projects have pioneered a new mechanism to bootstrap network
effects:
o

Incentivize actions that increase the utility of the network via native token
rewards.’

This allows DEXs to benefit from network effects which help attract increasingly more
market share from their centralised counterparts.
Intangible assets accounted for 32% of the S&P 500’s total assets in 1985. The internet had
just been invented 2 years prior in 1983. The following decade was when we saw intangible
assets jump to 68% of the index’s total assets.

Now with intangible assets accounting for 90%, we can indeed confirm that software has
eaten the world.
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Exactly 10 years ago, Marc Andreessen published his essay ‘Why Software is Eating the
World’. Marc theorised that all companies must in essence become software companies to
compete in the rapidly evolving technological landscape and effectively predicted the
economic takeover of disruptive, software-first tech giants.
Now it’s blockchain’s turn to eat the world and The World Economic Forum estimates $867
trillion in traditional markets will be disrupted as a result.
As the internet becomes even more accessible around the world, DEXs will allow everyone
who's online to become an investor. The number of internet users in India has more than
doubled since 2015 to a total of 760 million. That number is projected to reach a billion by
2025. Through DEXs, billions of people around the world will be able to trade directly with
one another for the first time in human history.
Despite DEXs embracing hyper financial inclusiveness, minimising friction while maximising
value to the users – they still fierce competition with centralised exchanges.
Centralised exchanges dominate the market – they have fiat on/off ramps along with an
unmatched ease of use.
This is an area that DEXs are unlikely to compete with in the short term. Trading on DEXs is
currently complicated and despite the DEX community working incredibly hard to undergo
radical upgrades, they still present a steep learning curve for mainstream users.
Binance CEO; Changpeng Zhao says:
“From the start, our mission has not been to develop a centralized exchange but rather a
community-driven DEX. Mass adoption is the key for DEXs to overtake, but I don’t see it
coming through any time soon. If you look at it in a longer-term, 15 years or 20 years,
there’s no doubt DEXs will eat up centralized exchanges.”
Another possibility is that FinTech could integrate with DEXs and become the user
interface. An idea coined by the Bankless team is the ‘DeFi Mullet - FinTech in the front,
DeFi in the back’.
Regardless of how DEXs cross the chasm into mainstream adoption, centralised exchanges
have paved the way as efficient gateways for trading fiat to crypto and DEXs are poised to
tear down the monolithic centralised models of global finance that have existed for
centuries.
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